Assessing the exposure-response relationship of sleep disturbance and vibration in field and laboratory settings, Environmental Pollution (2018), doi: https://doi.org/10. 1016/j.envpol.2018.09.082. This is a PDF file of an unedited manuscript that has been accepted for publication. As a service to our customers we are providing this early version of the manuscript. The manuscript will undergo copyediting, typesetting, and review of the resulting proof before it is published in its final form. Please note that during the production process errors may be discovered which could affect the content, and all legal disclaimers that apply to the journal pertain. .37 (0.59-3.19). However, odds of sleep disturbance were higher in the Netherlands as 37 compared to Sweden, indicating unexplained differences between study populations or 38 countries, possibly related to cultural and contextual differences and uncertainties in exposure 39 assessments. Future studies should be carefully designed to record explanatory factors in the 40 field and enhance ecological validity in the laboratory. Nevertheless, the presented combined 41 data set provides a first set of exposure response relationships for vibration-induced sleep 42 disturbance, which are useful when considering public health outcomes among exposed 43 derived from laboratory studies and field studies, with no significant differences between the 49 settings.
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8 likely to be very low at further distance. An accompanying letter explained the purpose of the 148 study to evaluate the response to noise and vibration in their living environment. The family 149 member whose birthday came first after the date of the letter, and were 18 years old or older 150 was asked to fill in the questionnaire. Den Bosch residents were asked to return the 151 questionnaire by mail, while the questionnaire was collected in person by an assistant in 152
Radzionków. In addition to questions on annoyance and sleep disturbance, the field 153 questionnaire comprised questions on the dwelling, demographic, health and personal 154 characteristics. Also included were questions on bedroom window direction and whether the 155 respondents slept with their window open during winter and summer. In addition, factors of 156 special concern for railways such as feeling worried about train accidents in the 157 neighborhood, being concerned of damage to the home by vibrations and the perceived 158 necessity of railways were posed. 159 Table 1 presents data that were collected for all study populations. Vibration tolerance and 160 noise sensitivity were asked for in the laboratory and field questionnaire using direct 161 questions "How tolerant would you say you are to vibration in general" and "How sensitive 162 would you say you are to noise in general" respectively. The questions were answered on a 163
scale from Not at all to Extremely. Questionnaire items presented with different scales (1-5 164 semantic and 0-10 numerical) were standardized into 0-100 scales with Not at all (0) to 165
Extremely (100) endpoints using the method developed by (Miedema and Oudshoorn 2001) . 166
Measures of sleep response

167
A questionnaire was used to assess sleep outcomes in the laboratory and the field. The core 168 questions on sleep were constructed to be comparable between the study populations. In total, 169 eleven questions measured different dimensions of sleep outcomes (Table 2) Responses were from Not at all (0) to Extremely (10). Included in the field questionnaire was 177 the addition of Do not notice to ascertain whether the vibrations were noticed or not. The 178 question in the laboratory study was phrased "How disturbed was your sleep by vibrations 179 from trains during the night?" using the same 11-grade response scale as in the field study. In 180 the field the questions Q2-Q4 were answered with a filter question of sleep disturbance 181 frequency, and if disturbed sometimes or often, the degree of disturbance (a bit, rather, very) 182 was answered. This was in accordance with (Ohrstrom et al. 2006 ). In the laboratory version 183 only the degree of disturbance on Q2-Q4 were answered on a 5-grade scale from Not at all to 184
Extremely. Questions on sleep quality (Q5) and restorative properties of sleep (Q6-Q11) 185 followed the same response pattern for laboratory and field. In the laboratory study, sleep 186 outcomes were also measured objectively with polysomnography, the results of which are 187 The railway line in Den Bosch, a middle sized city in the southern part of the Netherlands, 225
consists of eight tracks in the vicinity of the Central Station. During the daytime, every 2 min 226 a passenger train stops at the station, and during day and evening on average 1. Each trial consisted of one habituation night and one control night before four exposure nights 252 that were presented in a Latin square design. In each trial week, three tests subjects were 253 exposed to noise and vibration stimuli during the night from 23.00 to 07.00. Three studies 254
were performed where a combination of vibration amplitudes, number of trains and noise 255 exposures were chosen as described in were performed in crude and multiple regression models to investigate this association in the 292 context of laboratory and field as well as in countries as distinct settings. The likelihood ratio 293 test was sought to examine best-fit models in the multiple regression analysis while 294 controlling for age, sex, vibration tolerance, noise sensitivity and perceived necessity of 295 railways. As the concept of vibration tolerance is less researched we included noise sensitivity 296 as a proxy for vibration in the statistical models. The threshold for statistical significance was 297 set at 95% confidence limits. Confidence intervals not containing 1.0 for odds ratio were 298 considered statistically significant. 299
Ordinal logit regression analysis is less sensitive to non-linearity and heteroscedasticity of 300 relationships than linear regression and has in recent years gained more recognition in socio-301 vibrational dose response analyses (ibid). In this analysis, we have taken the view that, the 302 odds of the high sleep disturbance category versus the lower categories changes (increases or 303 decreases) with one unit increase in the predictor variable. Based on the satisfied proportional 304 odds assumptions, using the likelihood ratio chi-square test, the same change is assumed 305 between low sleep disturbance category and the combined higher categories. 
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In a parallel analysis, the outcome-specific fractions (OSFs) were calculated from the 11 312 items related to sleep outcomes in both field and laboratory settings ( Table 2) . As per the 313 mathemicatical formula (2), individually assigned scores for each sleep outcome were 314 aggregated and divided by the total scores of all eleven outcomes for the corresponding 315 setting forming OSFs. The OSFs ratios for the two settings and their 99% confidence intervals 316 were then calculated for each outcome separately using the Katz adjusted log method 317 (Fagerland et al. 2015) . 318
The exposure-response curves for the probability of an individual being sleep disturbed (≥5) 319 or highly sleep disturbed (≥8) in the laboratory were modelled using logistic regression in 320 cut-off for disturbance of 50 and 72 on a 100-point scale for "sleep disturbed" and "highly 325 sleep disturbed" respectively. 326 Table 4 gives the OSFs of the eleven sleep outcomes recorded in the laboratory and the 328 combined field studies. The specific fractions between the assessments in the laboratory and 329 the field follow the same pattern. The fractions that were of highest importance, i.e. had the 330
Results
327
highest OSF value, were sleep disturbance, sleep quality, rested-tired and relaxed-tensed in 331 the morning, which were highest for both the laboratory assessment and the field assessment. 332
The least important OSFs (prevent from falling asleep, waking up, impair sleep quality) also 333 were similar between the study conditions. Further, the differences between the conditions for 334 each fraction were generally very small. Significant differences were found for sleep quality 335 and vibration preventing falling asleep, vibration induced waking up, and vibration impairing 336 sleep that were all assessed to be of relatively higher importance in the laboratory. The 337 restorative properties of sleep, feeling worn out, tired and full of life were assessed to be of 338 relatively higher importance in the field. 339
The results of the logit ordinal model of sleep disturbance due to vibration from freight trains 340 (Q1) in relation to vibration levels are given in Table 5 . Age was initially included in all 341 models and found to be non-significant and therefore not included in the final models. The 342 association between the vibration exposure and sleep disturbance was significant, with a crude 343 odds ratio (OR) of 3.46 (95% confidence interval (CI) 2.57-4.65) and the crude model 344 indicated no significant difference related to the field or laboratory setting (OR= 2.30 (95% 345 CI 0.88-5.98). When adjusting for potential influencing factors common for both settings, 346 such as sex, noise sensitivity and vibration tolerance, the association between vibration and 347 sleep was slightly stronger OR=3.51 (95% CI 2.60-4.73) and the relationship for the field 348 versus the laboratory setting remained non-significant OR=1.37 (95% CI 0.59-3.19). In a further analysis of possible contextual or cultural differences related to country for the 357 exposure-response relationships, we studied the associations for the laboratory and the two 358 field studies separately (Table 7) . 359
For the laboratory study (Sweden), the crude model showed that vibration was significantly 360 associated with sleep disturbance (OR=3.94; 95% CI 2.89-5.36). Adjusting for sex, noise 361 sensitivity, and vibration tolerance did not affect the OR. In the field survey in the 362
Netherlands, the crude model was significantly associated to vibration (OR=1.90; 95%CI 363
1.07-3.35), but adjusting for sex, noise sensitivity, vibration tolerance, window opening 364 behavior, concern for property damage, worry and perceived necessity of the rail, reduced the 365 odds ratio just below significance (OR=1.88; 95% CI 0.95-3.69). For the Polish data, the 366 association between vibration and sleep disturbance was non-significant. For the Netherlands 367 noise sensitivity, concerned for property damage and worry contributed significantly to the 368 model. In Poland similarly was seen for noise sensitivity, however concerned for property 369 damage greatly increased the odds while perceived necessity reduced the odds for sleep 370 disturbance. 371
The cumulative proportions of participants having their sleep disturbed and highly disturbed 372 by vibration for the laboratory study and the field studies are presented in Figure 2 
Discussion
381
Here we presented a dataset consisting of experimental and field data that provides a unique 382 opportunity to evaluate the impact of freight train vibration exposure on sleep in both 383 laboratory and field settings, and to provide a first basis for an exposure-response relationship. 384
The main finding is that vibration exposure was significantly associated with self-reported 385 sleep disturbance and that no significant difference between laboratory and field was found in 386 the combined model. The common field and laboratory adjusted odds of sleep disturbance 387 increased by 3.5 with one unit increase in the 8 hours nighttime log10 RMS acceleration for 388 the vibration exposure. Notably, this finding was robust as the odds ratios from the crude 389 model were only slightly changed in the adjusted models after taking into account sex, noise 390 sensitivity and vibration tolerance. 391
The OSF analysis has undeniably reinforced the study findings by demonstrating a 392 comparable pattern of the most prominent outcomes across the field and the laboratory data. 393 
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analysis can further verify our preference for choosing sleep disturbance as the study 403 outcome, which ranks amongst highest fractions in this study population. 404
Previous studies on the comparability between field and laboratory derived data on noise-405 induced sleep are not unambiguous. A comprehensive study performed among 128 subjects in 406 the laboratory and compared to 64 residents being exposed to aircraft noise in their homes 407 found that exposure-response curves of field data and laboratory data followed a similar trend, 408 although the annoyance curve was higher for the laboratory study (Quehl and however not significantly different between the laboratory and field environments, and no 415 differences in other self-reported sleep outcomes or number of awakenings were found, 416 indicating no other measurable effect. Finally a study evaluating differential effects of noise 417 on sleep between laboratory and home environments found no differences, either in wrist 418 actigraphy or self-reported sleep outcomes (Skånberg 2004 ). The environmental conditions, 419 being in a laboratory-like environment or a home-like environment is probably of large 420 relevance for any comparison. Therefore, it is possible that the great effort spent providing a 421 home-like context was able to reduce a previously reported difference between field-and 422 laboratory-derived data. It has been claimed that the lower values of self-reported and 423 objectively measured outcomes in the field usually found could also be explained by 424 habituation to noise that would occur after years of exposure in your home. While some 425 habituation to noise may be plausible, much less is known of the habituation process to 426 vibration. It could be hypothesized that attention during sleep to vibrations from naturallyM A N U S C R I P T
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20 occurring sources such as volcano eruptions and earthquakes would be vital for survival. 428
From an evolutionary point of view it is hence plausible that vibrations may be less prone to 429 habituation than for example would be the case for some noise sources. Our data also indicated important differences related to country or study populations, with the 442 highest odds ratio for the Netherlands data and no significant associations in the Polish data, 443 even though the latter were exposed to higher vibration amplitudes. Possible reasons could be 444 that the Polish population would feel a higher dependency on the railway as the freight of 445 goods came from a mine being the main source of employment in the area. Accordingly, the 446 Polish population considered the freight trains as necessary to a significantly higher degree as 447 compared to the Netherlands population (mean value 8.3 vs 6.7 data not shown) and the odds 448 of being disturbed during sleep was accordingly significantly decreased by 25% when freight The exposure-response functions derived for the three countries appeared to be rather similar, 472 with the highest similarity for the laboratory and the Polish data. This was especially the case 473 for highly sleep disturbed. The reason for this is not clear but it is possible that moderating 474 variables would have less influence for the stronger disturbance of sleep as compared to 475 moderate sleep disturbance. This observation has to our knowledge not been properlyM A N U S C R I P T
22 explored before and should be further elaborated using a larger population sample. Sleep 477 disturbance in the Netherlands population was though consistently higher, also at the lowest 478 vibration levels. When such differences at baseline between groups appear, it is advantageous 479 to use the regression method as it is a robust approach that is able to adjust for potential 480 differences and provide useful interpretations. Although the statistical analyses did not in 481 principal hinder us from deriving one common exposure-response curve, the contextual and 482 cultural differences observed between countries made us choose to derive three country-483 specific exposure-response functions. Further data from an ongoing large epidemiological 484 study will provide more comprehensive input for a common exposure-response function. 485
The study limitations are mainly the small study samples and the differences in age, previous 486 vibration exposure and contextual factors between the populations. Sleep patterns change with 487 increasing age, generally resulting in a lighter sleep and more fragmented sleep (Ohayon et al. 488 2004). For the comparison of laboratory and field this would mean that the field population 489 would be at higher risk of having their sleep disturbed as compared to the younger population 490 in the laboratory, hence reporting higher sleep disturbance. In this study, however the effect 491 was small as age did not significantly impact on the model. Future studies need to closely 492 monitor variables such as concern of property damage, worry about accidents and perceived 493 necessity of freight transportation on rail that may influence the relationships between 494 exposure and response, bearing in mind that the importance may differ between countries and 495 settings. Another limitation was that we were not able to study possible interactions by noise 496 and vibration for sleep disturbance. The study design with equal noise levels between the 497 laboratory exposure nights did not allow for such analyses. Most previous studies of noise and 498 vibration have found that vibration and noise generally enhance annoyance, less is known 499 with regard to sleep disturbance and there is currently no agreement on how to handle the 500 interaction (Trollé et al. 2015) . Further studies are here needed. The strength of this study isM A N U S C R I P T
23 its certainty and comparability of vibration exposure measurements and sleep response. Given 502 the uncertainties in modelling the vibration exposures from source to residents, laboratory 503 studies as a complement to field studies are greatly needed, which must be designed and 504 carried out to minimize any influence of the laboratory setting itself. 505
506
Conclusion
507
The similarities in exposure and outcome assessments of three data sets derived from 508 laboratory and field studies gave us a unique opportunity to provide a first set of exposure 509 response relationships between sleep disturbance and vibration. Important differences 510 between data sets were also identified that needs to be further examined. Our findings require 511 confirmation but are worthy of further exploration, given the increased freight rail 512 transportation and the potential implications of sleep disturbance for short-and long-term 513 health. 514
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